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TRANSCRIPT

INTRO NARRATION

Shannon (00:11)
Hello, and welcome to the Investing in Gender Equality podcast. I'm your host Shannon
Vandermark.

Each episode of this podcast will feature an entrepreneur who is running a social enterprise,
which is benefiting from investment that has been through gender lens considerations.  We will
share interesting stories [00:30] with some inspiring people who are doing great work within
their separate social enterprises.

GENDER LENS FOR THIS EPISODE NARRATION

Today we are focusing on products and services aimed at women and why this is an important
factor to consider within gender lens investing.

Dr. Jodi York, gender lens expert, also joins me, and what she reveals about products and
services aimed at women MIGHT surprise you.  And it also might annoy you.

JODI HIGHLIGHT CLIP

Jodi 00:58
Why is it that you can buy the same thing, [01:00] and it's colored pink, and it's slightly smaller,
and it's probably less effective, but costs three times as much as the male version? Because it’s
for women, like undue gender discrimination, women's razors cost like three times as much as
men's razors, I don’t know why. Globally, women hold a tiny fraction of assets, a very small
amount. However, globally, they're responsible for at least three fifths of all household
purchasing. Probably more. So the day to day [01:30] decisions are made by women in terms of
what household consumes and so tailoring things to work for their needs is kind of a no brainer
in terms of capturing a market segment.

EPISODE INTRO NARRATION

Shannon 1:46
In this episode, I spoke with Farouk Merali, originally from Vancouver Canada but now based in
Jakarta, Indonesia.

GUEST HIGHLIGHT CLIP



Farouk  1:53
Hi, my name is Farouk Merali, very happy to be with you today. I'm the CEO and founder of
mClinica, which is a startup [02:00] focusing on solving the problems of pharmacies across
emerging markets.

GUEST INTRO NARRATION

Shannon 2:05
A little background on Farouk: early in his career he had experience on the public sector side ,
doing pro bono work for the World Health Organisation and the Centers for Disease Control.
When he was working in lower / middle income countries he noticed that pharmacies were
generally small mom and pop shops, very fragmented, running on pen and paper and no
systems... [02:30] and yet, they were oftentimes the first point of care for the communities that
they served.

GUEST INTERVIEW

Farouk  2:35
at that time I was living in San Francisco had a you know semi charmed life I would say at a
very easy life working at Big Pharma and at Roche which is a great company but you know, is
working in that kind of executive sort of life and you know, in that search for something bigger to
solve a bigger problem, came up with the idea for mClinica which was to connect all these small
mom and pop shop pharmacies on a common mobile platform. [03:00] So I pitched this idea to
the head of a big pharma company and I said you know, I have this idea was 13 slides at the
time, and the gentleman actually said you know, I'll be your first client but do it in the Philippines.
So I left San Francisco, I got on a plane to the Philippines, a country I'd never been to with no
team, no technology and had about 60 days to get the first pharmacy in on the platform,
otherwise, I lost the first milestone payment from this client. And that's how it started. And luckily
[03:30] found an amazing team. We built the technology we got the first pharmacy in, and then
we started expanding across Southeast Asia from that point.

Shannon  3:38
That's incredible. So when you started the business, Did you see this as an idea that could
scale? What were your big plans, beyond the starting the startup of mClinica?

Farouk  3:47
That's a great question. When mClinica was started, the entire thesis behind it was how could
you use market based mechanisms to solve public health challenges, and in so doing, really
create a sustainable business model. [04:00] The bigger we do as a business, the better we do
as a business, the better patients do. And it's not a choice whether to do impact or business,
these are inextricably linked. If these two are intertwined, the more impact you have.

Shannon  4:14
Was your family involved in nonprofit work? Where did that interest spark from?



Farouk  4:20
We were always raised with a very global view, I traveled to several countries and, you know,
really got to understand the contrast of what life in a nice, you know, very developed [04:30]
country like Canada is versus the rest of the world. And when you start to see that contrast, you
become very sensitive to it. Now, it's about how do you bridge that divide. I have two older
brothers, and we're all spread out across the globe and all of us are kind of doing our own thing.
But it's this kind of raising kids who are quite global, and very comfortable no matter where they
are. And I think that's a testament to, you know, my parents and the upbringing that they were
able to give us.

Shannon  4:54
I mean, it's fine to live where you grew up,  but there's nothing wrong with that. But I think yeah,
if you [05:00] can go spread your wings, then, it is a testament to parents a lot of times.

Farouk  05:05
I have a very simple philosophy on life. if you imagine at the end of your life, and you're telling
stories to your grandchildren, what are you going to tell them I worked at nine to five at a very
big pharma company, and I made them more money, or you know I was sitting in the jungles of
Cambodia, with the Ministry of Health officials, trying to figure out how to eradicate disease in a
particular area?

Shannon  5:25
It's a great philosophy. Why do you think it's important [05:30] to provide goods and services
that are aimed at women?

Farouk  5:33
Our beneficiaries are largely women. 80% of the pharmacy professionals that we serve are
women. So those people that when you enter the pharmacy and you're interacting with
somebody, they are majority women. And so that is really where these pharmacy professionals,
whether they're pharmacists, pharmacy assistants, gender wise, are predominantly female.
Actually, women make up the majority of the customers at a pharmacy as well. We do a lot of
work, around [06:00] women's health around maternal and child health, around family planning
around these particular areas, because of the vital role pharmacies play in community health.
The majority of the customers to pharmacies are women, they are generally shopping either for
themselves or on behalf of their family, and oftentimes for children. because this becomes a
very accessible and affordable point of care for them, right? It doesn't cost any money to enter a
pharmacy and ask for advice versus seeing physician, this oftentimes becomes the first place,
this [06:30] becomes really a very approachable point, in terms of availing products at these
particular points, you know, ensuring that products around the women care spectrum are
actually available is very important, whether it is around reproductive health, or other areas, this
is also something that we want to make sure is accessible and do a lot of work on as well.

Shannon  6:52



You provide not only training for the pharmacists, and pharmacy staff you also link the
pharmacists [7:00] to each other so that they can have kind of a forum to discuss medicines?

Farouk  07:04
We solve a lot of problems. It comes down to, understanding the structure of pharmacies here in
Southeast Asia; more than 80% of the pharmacies in Southeast Asia are actually independent,
mom and pop pharmacies. In Indonesia alone, out of 20,000 pharmacies, 18,000 of them are
independent, you don't have your CVS, Walgreens, your Boots, you have the little mom and pop
shop. And that actually underscores the scale of the [07:30] problem. What we do is we say, you
know, first, how do we connect them to knowledge, information and resources? That's the first
thing we solve. The second thing is, how do we help them buy better? And the third thing is,
how do we help them actually sell to the patient better. The majority of our pharmacies are
small, medium enterprises SMEs, and they're largely women owned and operated. And if you're
a small pharmacy, when you are actually procuring your, your supplies, [08:00] your medicine, to
stock your shelves, you are having a very broken experience, you're traditionally buying from
multiple different wholesalers or distributors all at different prices, payment terms and delivery
dates. You don't have large volumes to do versus let's say, a chain. So what we do is we
basically negotiate on their behalf, we take 1000s of these pharmacies, and essentially
negotiate better and better prices on their behalf. And if they use our app to do their purchasing,
they get better pricing.

Shannon  8:29
How long have you been going with mClinica? [08:30] What impact Are you currently seeing?

Farouk  8:33
We started in 2014. We've been building across the region ever since, we started in the
Philippines, grew to Indonesia, then Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, Cambodia, we have about
one in every three pharmacists now in the region on our app, and using our services. So we're
very proud of that reach in depth in terms of, of the user base.

Shannon  8:52
So the end consumer is not only getting more access to the proper medicine at cheaper prices,
they're also getting [09:00] face time with a pharmacist who can actually point them into the
direction of the proper medicine, because they've been properly trained as well.

Farouk  9:10
That's right. We're actually the largest now education provider of digital education to
pharmacists in Southeast Asia. Last week, for example, we educated 8000 pharmacists, and
the estimated reach is, is, you know, three to 4 million patients. That was last week. Digital has
enabled a lot of that, but also very much clearly focusing with the partnership of [09:30]
governments and academic institutions to enable things like accredited education distributed at
scale. And that's really a lot of the problems that we work on. One of the things we do at
mClinica is we operate this app called Swipe RX, which is actually the largest app for pharmacy
professionals across Southeast Asia. pharmacies use this app from everything from drug



information to accessing education. And one of the amazing features in it is that pharmacists,
they require a certain [10:00] number of education credits every year to renew their license. And
that's really something that is needed. I remember being at one of these pharmacy professional
conventions, in Jakarta. early on in the days of mClinica. And this lady comes up to me, and she
says, Thank you. And I said, Why, why are you thanking me? And she said, “Well, with this app,
swipe RX, you know, I come from a very small town in East Indonesia, and I have two kids who
are really young, and every time I [10:30] have to go six hours in a bus, to go take education, I
have to pay a lot of money in the classroom to do it. And because of Swipe RX, I was able to be
at home with my kids, take online education for free, and get my certificate right, and, you know,
that is a very crystallized moment of how we make an impact in the lives of our end
beneficiaries.

GOODBYE TO GUEST

Shannon  10:54
That’s really good to hear. Well, really nice to meet you Farouk.

Farouk 10:57
Thanks. Thanks so much.

Shannon 10:59
Have a great rest of your day.

Farouk 11:00
Bye bye.

JODI SECTION

Shannon  11:05
Hello, Jodi

Jodi  11:06
Good evening.

Shannon  11:07
Good evening. How are things? You said It's getting cold.

Jodi  11:11
Very good. Yeah. But we've also just had daylight savings time down here in Australia. And so
that like sort of longer evenings, which is always a nice, nice time of year.

Shannon 11:21
Nice



Jodi 11:22
Even under lockdown.

Shannon  11:23
I know, I know, it's that we're opposite. We've got a fuel shortage, and we can't really leave the
house and the days are getting shorter. [11:30] It feels a little bit claustrophobic. But anyway,
look, we're talking to you from across the world. So it can't be too claustrophobic. so we're
talking about goods and services aimed at women, as a gender lens consideration, what are
your thoughts about m clinica, and how they have approached this particular consideration.

Jodi  11:50
One of the things that I find, really great about looking at businesses generating benefits
through the products and services for women, is [12:00] that they don't have to be explicitly
focused on women to do that. Any industry, you'll have kind of a pyramid, there's some some big
movers and shakers. And then as you go down that pyramid, they're smaller and smaller. In
retail, you might think about, you know, if you were in New York, the little bodega on the corner,
right, that's probably run, that's more likely to be run by a woman. What businesses like
mClinica are able to do is be able to provide them a little bit of pooling capacity. You've got all
these tiny [12:30] businesses that now can band together and access, better pricing, better,
better information, they're now connected to each other in a way that it's a lot easier to see, you
can build networks So that that can be actually surprisingly beneficial, just to create information
channels between businesses,

Shannon 12:51
So are goods and services aimed towards women just about yet fluffy fluffy pink, frilly tutus and
birth control and like what what are what are goods and services aimed at women?

Jodi 12:59
There's a [13:00] couple of sides to that because in developed markets, now we're getting angry
and railing about the pink tax. Right? Why is it that you can buy the same thing, and it's colored
pink, and it's slightly smaller, and less effective? Because three times as much as the male
version? Because it’s for women. Like undue gender discrimination, women's razors cost like
three times as much as men's razors. Globally, women hold a tiny fraction of assets, very small
amount. However, [13:30] globally, they're responsible for at least three fifths of all household
purchasing. Probably more. So the day to day decisions are made by women in terms of what a
household consumes, and so tailoring things to work for their needs is kind of a no brainer in
terms of capturing a market segment and tailoring for that accordingly.

Shannon 13:58
Can I just stop you for a second?

Jodi  14:00
Yes.



Shannon  14:01
Yeah. That has just totally pissed me off because if women are making the majority of the
decisions on how to spend the money, then then manufacturing products to appeal to women
and then making them more expensive is even more manipulative.

Jodi  14:14
In the last like kind of 20 years they've they've gotten into recovery recognizing that you can
build and then and then exploit a market for skincare products for men. Good on ya’ everyone
should be able to have skincare. But they're like arctic crush, you know, anger caffeine, [14:30]
because it's inappropriate to sell men things that say, hey, it doesn't make your skin soft and
touchable, sorry haven't gotten a little bit off track here. Sorry.

Shannon  14:39
No, sorry, that was totally my fault

CONSORTIUM INSERT NARRATION

Shannon 14:43
Brightlight investment consortium introduced us to Farouk and is currently investing in mClinica
through a fund. Supporting their clients with more than just financial means, Brightlight also
advises enterprises so that their processes and practices are even more aligned with gender
lens [15:00] considerations and structured for maximum social impact.

Jodi 15:04
businesses like in mClinica, one of the benefits they're doing while they're also providing
essential goods and services, is they're providing a way for, through doing that, a way for
smaller businesses to network and, and upskill, as well as access, better inputs, better
information. So they're able to deliver better services, and therefore be, you know, have higher
[15:30] value add with their customers.

Shannon [15:32]
Right.

Jodi  15:33
In a lot of developing countries, your first port of call is not a doctor, your first port, of call is
probably someone in the village, it may actually be a traditional healer or someone [who] does
not have any formal training sometimes the the pharmacy is the next step after that. And so the,
the personnel across the counter at the pharmacy is actually doing a lot of the front line medical
provision.

Shannon  15:59



Why is it [16:00] important to consider goods and services directed towards women, when we're
when we're talking about GLI?

Jodi  16:06
Speaking as an investor, it's an undervalued market, it is an opportunity that you could make a
lot of money on. Now, you can do that responsibly, you can do it irresponsibly. You can do it in
ways that are responsible in some ways and create other problems.

Shannon 16:20
And actually, it's okay to direct goods and services towards women, but what's not okay is to
then increase the price by [16:30] 150%.

Jodi 16:32
Yes

Shannon  17:05
What's the difference between companies aiming products and services aimed at women, like
pink razors, and companies that try to elevate women? And how can we spot the difference?

Jodi  16:43
Marketing is all about exploiting knowledge about people. Exploiting knowledge about your
consumer segment, that can be positive or negative. Does it fill a legitimate need? I think is a
big one for me. Does it do so in ways that reduce their [17:00] disadvantage, or increase it? So
in the case of giving me an inferior product, that is more expensive, as somebody who gets
outraged about such things, I'm just going to stop over to the wherever they provide the men's
alternative and be like, I'm just gonna buy this one. But a lot of women wouldn't. It's about do the
products enable women? Or do they lock women into particular [17:30] roles and limitations?
Are you marketing to “They have little weak hands, and they couldn't possibly do hard things?”
Or are you saying, “Hey, you know what, women have smaller hands. And so we've made this
thing smaller for you. So you can do all the same things.”

Shannon 17:46
Okay, well, thank you so much, Jodi. It's been a pleasure as ever. And I look forward to the next
chat.

Jodi 17:53
All right. Talk soon. Take care.

THROW TO NEXT EPISODE
Shannon 17:57
Join us next time when we discuss [18:00] the importance of women as investors with Afifa
Urfani from social impact lender CROWDE and Dede Nuryani, a chilli farmer based in Garut at
West Java Province in Indonesia.



CLIP FROM NEXT EPISODE
Nas 18:12
The impact for me for far [is] positive, and I feel empowered and supported in my attempt to
contribute for the family especially, and also for the community. So personally I hope I can keep
doing this business and seeing my son running this business continually.

CREDITS NARRATION
Shannon 18:35
I'm your host Shannon Vandermark. A very special thanks to our guests in this episode, Farouk
Merali and Dr. Jodi York. Thank you also to Diana Tjoeng, Alex Jarman, Simba Marekera,
Matthew Newman, Tiurma Veronica, as well as Brightlight, Investing For Good and The
University of Melbourne with the Frontier Brokers Network convened by Good Return.

This [19:00] has been an applied reality production produced by Shannon Vandermark with
associate producer George Powell, executive produced by Millie Chowles with sound
engineering by John Scott.

Please log your 5-star reviews, subscribe, share or follow the Investing In Gender Equality
podcast wherever you get your podcasts.  And...you can learn even more about topics brought
up in this episode by going to the website link in the episode description.  If you’d like to get in
touch, you can [19:30] find us on LinkedIn at Frontier Brokers Network.

ENDS


